India Reunited

Lord Shiva

I am Shiva. I am Vishnu. I am Krishna. I am
Rama. I am Brahma. I am Buddha. I am
Mahavira. I am the unceasing leader of Bharat. I
don't support of these allotments of my locale. I
need my kin rejoined and glad. This is what my
kin are stating...

"I foretell you a glorious future for Bharata
Mata
where it will become the greatest nation on earth
Surpassing all the other nations that are evil and
corrupt
My avatar as Kalki Harihara will be a splendour
for the world to behold
....
Bharat Maata is the whole earth
It is not just the current map that you see
divided and forgotten
it shall rise again
and all the other nations will worship it

and will try becoming part of it
and i will allow it then
So do what you have to
Make Bharata Maata great again
Let it not be divided
Let not the arabs and their bastards try to
reconquer it
For in Arabia we were worshipped too
Until it was abruptly stopped out of pure
jealousy
For we are indeed great
Vishnu Shiva Brahma and other gods"

Naya Veda

Pakistanis need to be brought together with
India: CNN survey uncovers
In a broad survey led by CNN and Harvard
School Of Sociologies, Pakistani residents are
burnt out on the times of war and radicalization
and want to be brought together with India, to
pre-autonomy state.
"Achhe Noise Aane Waale Hai; Murmur
Hindustan Jaane Waale Hai": Pakistan
Celebrating
Pakistan , which was cut out as a different state
from the Pre-English Indian states, has fared
considerably poorer financially and socially.
Truth be told, the examination claims it

passages considerably poorer than even
Chattisgarh
and
Telengana
on
a
Rudwig-Schlezborg money related scale.
With tribal warlords running their fief dom, the
regular man has been assaulted with day by day
assaults and feel an assembled India-Pakistan
would have critical favorable circumstances.
Right off the bat, it would convey a conclusion
to a large portion of cricket wagering if all
players are in same group. It would
tremendously enhance their odds of combinedly
beating at any rate Bangladesh and Kenya in up
and coming world container choices.
Likewise with most Pakistanis, being
completely prepared and preferable gifted over
Indians, they would wind up noticeably
qualified for the NSDC concedes and making it

simple to discover employments as agitators or
Naxals inside India.
Amid late gatherings between the two
governments, a 'Stroll In Visa' plot has just been
propelled at all fringe intersections to encourage
this unification procedure. The BSF and ISI are
working intently to evacuate the outskirt fences
crosswise over Siachen, and POK, and have
propelled a naming challenge for the unified
nation of India and Pakistan.
India And Pakistan Must Rejoin For Their
Shared Great
Indian Head administrator Atal Bihari
Vajpayee's acclaimed Lahore transport visit and
the Lahore Presentation in February 1999 was
trailed by the Kargil War in May that year. So

also, Leader Modi's Lahore visit, with all its
bonhomie, hoopla and exhibition was trailed by
the assault by activists on the Pathankot
Aviation based armed forces construct and later
in light of the Indian department in
Mazhar-e-Sharif.
There are many individuals who need change of
relations amongst India and Pakistan. They say
that if France and Germany can live as great
neighbors after long years of enmity, why would
we be able to?
As I would see it such individuals are living in a
ridiculous situation, and they overlook certain
essential actualities. The very motivation behind
making Pakistan was that there ought to be no
peace yet animosity and threatening vibe.

There can never be great relations amongst
India and Pakistan in light of the fact that once
that happens, the very raison d'être of Pakistan
will vanish.
Pakistan was made by the English as a religious
state on the premise of the counterfeit
two-country hypothesis—that Hindus and
Muslims must involve two separate countries,
with the goal that they may continue battling
each other. Consequently, two points of the
English were accomplished:
1. Our subcontinent stays powerless, and does
not rise as a present day modern goliath or an
opponent toward the West, similar to
China—despite the fact that we have all the
potential with our tremendous pool of designers,
professionals, researchers, and colossal crude

materials.
2. India (of which Pakistan is truly a section)
continues burning through billions of dollars on
arms buys from Western makers—cash which
could and ought to have been spent on the
welfare of our kin to decrease destitution,
unemployment, malnourishment, absence of
human services, and so on.
So much discussion of "enhancing" relations
amongst India and Pakistan is hoax and cant.
There can never be great relations amongst
India and Pakistan in light of the fact that once
that happens, the very raison d'être of Pakistan
will vanish.
How was Pakistan made? For this we need to
dive into history.

Up to 1857, there were couple of public issues
in India. Most collective mobs and ill will
started after 1857. Doubtlessly, even before
1857, there were contrasts amongst Hindus and
Muslims, yet they would help each other like
siblings and sisters. Hindus used to partake in
Eid festivities, and Muslims in Holi and Diwali.
The Muslim rulers like the Mughals, Nawab of
Awadh and Murshidabad, Tipu Sultan, and so
forth were absolutely common; they sorted out
Ramlilas, taken an interest in Holi, Diwali, and
so forth. Ghalib's affectionate letters to his
Hindu companions like Munshi Shiv Narain
Aram, Har Gopal Tofta, and so forth bear
witness to the fondness amongst Hindus and
Muslims around then.
In 1857, the "Incomparable Revolt" broke out,

in which the Hindus and Muslims mutually
battled against the English. This stunned the
English government such a great amount of that
subsequent to smothering the Insurrection, they
chose to begin the strategy of gap and
administer (see online "History in the
Administration of Dominion" by B.N. Pande, in
which letters from the Secretary of State for
India in London to the English Emissary in
Delhi, requesting that he isolate Hindus and
Muslims are cited). All communalism begun
after 1857, misleadingly designed by the
English experts. The English authority would
covertly call the Hindu Pandit, pay him cash,
and instruct him to talk against Muslims, and
likewise he would furtively call the Maulvi, pay
him cash, and instruct him to talk against
Hindus. This common toxic substance was
infused into our body politic a seemingly

endless amount of time and decade after decade.
[The British] isolated us with the goal that we
may continue battling each other and stay in
reverse and frail, and not rise as a present day,
intense mechanical state...
In 1909, the "Minto-Morley Changes" presented
isolate electorates for Hindus and Muslims. The
thought was proliferated that Hindi is the dialect
of Hindus, while Urdu of Muslims (despite the
fact that Urdu was the normal dialect of all
informed individuals, regardless of whether
Hindu, Muslim or Sikh in vast parts of India up
to 1947). The RSS and Hindu Mahasabha were
made by the English to spread contempt of
Muslims, and the Muslim Class was made by
them to spread scorn of Hindus (the Congress
party was likewise made by the English through

their operator A.O.Hume, and its administration
later assumed control by their specialist Gandhi,
who—as I would like to think—guaranteed that
the honest to goodness autonomy battle started
by Bhagat Singh, Surya Sen, and so on was
occupied to a safe peaceful bearing so as not to
hurt English interests). The Aligarh Muslim
College and Benaras Hindu College were set up
to promote this common partition.
Our history books were twisted and
misrepresented by the English and their
operators to make ill will and contempt amongst
Hindus and Muslims. In this way, Tipu Sultan,
who was a completely mainstream ruler, who
used to give yearly allows to 156 Hindu
sanctuaries, was portrayed as a narrow minded
person and oppressor of Hindus (allude again to
History in the Administration of Dominion").

This horrible promulgation brought about the
parcel of 1947, which made a fake, simulated
religious country called Pakistan (see my article
"Reality About Pakistan").
Country states emerged in Europe around the
sixteenth century in view of the ascent of
present day industry. Present day industry, not
at all like the medieval crafted works industry,
requires a major market for its products and a
substantial range from where it can get crude
materials. The making of a state in view of
religion demolishes the very premise of a
country, since it cuts off ventures from business
sectors and crude materials.
We were befooled by the English into believing
that we are foes, yet how much longer should

we remain befooled?
English government made India as a major
regulatory unit. The English strategy was to
deny the development of overwhelming industry
in India; generally, the Indian business, with its
modest work, would have turned into an
effective adversary to English industry.
At the point when the English left India, they
isolated us with the goal that we may continue
battling each other and stay in reverse and
feeble, and not rise as a cutting edge, capable
modern state (for which we have now all the
potential), and rather remain a business
opportunity for their arms enterprises. This was
the genuine explanation behind making
Pakistan.

I present that Pakistan was destined from its
extremely commencement; right off the bat, on
the grounds that there is such colossal differing
qualities in our subcontinent that no one but
secularism can work here, and besides, in light
of the fact that a cutting edge country can't be
founded on religion (since this will cut it off
from its business sectors and crude materials).
On the off chance that this hypothesis, that
religion can be the premise of a country, is
acknowledged then consistently Britain ought to
be parceled into in any event around eight
states. The dominant part in Britain are
Anglican Protestant Christians, however there
are numerous Scottish Presbyterians and
different sorts of Protestants, Catholics, Hindus,
Muslims, Jews, and so forth. Likewise, France
has a sizeable Muslim populace (relatives of
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